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NOTES FROM THE PRESIDENT
The winter storms have finally subsided and now there's a lot of firewood
stored up for next year. I hope you have all survived the storms without too
much damage.
We've been left with more than just firewood. There's still plenty of snow and
some really great spring skiing. I also see many substitution requests going out.
Please step up to help out those folks in need, if you can, and take advantage of
the great snow conditions.
The last few weeks marked many occasions to celebrate. We finished OET
Senior Evaluations, and we congratulate all who participated, both candidates and trainers.
We also tested new patrol candidates for the coming season, and we wish the best to all those who passed
the Tryouts.
We weathered and finished the many Town Hall meetings that brought us to a vote of the membership
for an update to our Bylaws and we finally agreed on most issues. We also agreed to disagree on some of
the finer points.
We all owe a huge THANK YOU to our Governance Committee that made this improvement happen: Matt
Wood, Kathy Lee, and Lisa Hargrave. The outstanding highlight of this change to the Bylaws has allowed
us to include Host members in the vote for and to serve on our Executive Council in the positions of
Secretary and Treasurer.
We appreciate the huge contributions that Host members have made over many years and we welcome
their help in the administrative process of the patrol. This vote demonstrated an overwhelming support
for our Host members.
Also, the many Town Hall meetings brought to light what the membership category "Instructor Support"
(or “IS”) really is all about and what purpose it serves for the patrol.
Many folks just didn't understand the function of this group. You'll find an article by the IS Committee
below that sheds some light on the issue and an invitation to learn more in the Policy & Procedures on
the Wiki.
In the next few days, we will have cast votes for our new Executive Council for the coming year. Please
show your support for the candidates and cast your vote.
This spring season is bringing better days and new hope for a great new year to come. Thank you all for
your hard work this year and I hope to see you soon in person to enjoy your company both on and off the
hill!

James Schuler, MHSP Council President
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The Sweep is a MHSP Newsletter published monthly
by Mt. Hood Ski Patrol Inc. a 501(c)(3) Non-Profit.

Patrolling Area Operations/Showtimes:

Skibowl: Open
Contact team
leads

Timberline: Open
Contact team leads

Meadows: Open
Contact team Leads

Summit: Open
Contact Terry
Niedermeyer

Teacup: Open
Showtime: 0900
booted up
Done by 1600
Mon, Wed, Sat,
Sun.
Contact Steve
Potter

APRIL MEMBERSHIP MEETING
Joel Stevens, MHSP Council Junior Trustee, T/GP 736

The General Membership (the second Monday of the month) Meeting will be held virtually during its
normal time and date:
•
•

Monday, April 12th, 2021
1900-2100

Virtual Meeting Link:
meet.google.com/pdo-vmwq-vfo

or

Join by Phone:
(US)+1 515-585-0120 PIN: 632 141 064#

Connection information will also be relayed to all members via email. If you have not received
connection information prior to the meeting, please contact your director or team lead for information on
how to attend. Hope to see you virtually then.
Be prepared with your questions for the Council.
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MESSAGE FROM THE VP
Matt Wood, MHSP Vice President, HC/AP 1768

Bylaws Vote Results, Governance Committee Work Continues
Thanks to all who cast ballots during the vote for amendments to the MHSP
Bylaws.
As outlined in the email of March 22nd, the results were:
Total Votes Cast: 97 of 180 eligible voters
53.9%
Question 1 - Shall Mt. Hood Ski Patrol adopt the proposed revised Bylaws as
submitted?
Yes
76
No
14
Abstain 7

78.35%
14.43%
7.22%

Question 2 - Shall Mountain Host members be eligible for the office of Secretary of the Executive
Council?
Yes
73
No
24
Abstain 0

75.26%
24.74%
0%

Question 3 - Shall Mountain Host members be eligible for the office of Treasurer of the Executive
Council?
Yes
71
No
26
Abstain 0

73.2 %
26.8 %
0%

The Governance Committee appreciates all the thought and commentary that went into this discussion.
The committee’s work continues with Chapter 6 Code of Conduct, hopefully to be finished in April, and
Chapter 10 Communications. Upcoming chapters are 9/Registration and 7/Finances and Taxation.
Awards
While this has been a very off-kilter year, we still managed to have an excellent patrol season and a full
Hill and Nordic apprentice training schedule along with OET Senior training.
Our Awards Ceremony has to be online again and will be held in June to accommodate the shift in
training schedule and allow our apprentices to complete both on-mountain training and OEC, which has
resumed.
This means it’s time for everyone on patrol to consider making nominations for excellence and
outstanding performance on patrol.
Apprentices should confer with each other and provide nominations for their coaches of the year. All
Patrollers and Mountain Hosts should consider their friends and colleagues for nomination in one or
more of the many award categories we have.
There are already a couple of excellent submissions for First-Aid Excellence for events off the hill. Do you
know anyone who responded to any kind of accident or incident in town or on the road?
(continued on next page)
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Consider a nomination for the First-Aid award! Just remember – ANY member can nominate ANY
member for an award, with the exception of Council members. Council members are not eligible for
nomination or award.
As a reminder, the full list of awards with their history and description is on the Wiki in the Awards
section, and also in Chapter 12 of the P&P (“Awards”). Nominations may be submitted to any member of
the Council, or to the entire Council (executive.council@mhsp.simplelists.com) or to the awards advisor
(awards@mthoodskipatrol.org.)
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MOUNTAIN OPERATIONS UPDATE
Dave Winterling, Patrol Chief, HP 1806

Fellow members,
Snowpack has remained strong, conditions are good, and patrolling has been fun! With the ongoing
progress of the OR/WA vaccinations programs, we’re seeing some members who weren’t patrolling
earlier in the season, now coming onto the hill to do some patrol days. I am hoping this nice trend
continues over the next few months and into the summer.
This month’s article will highlight some great training and support work that is ongoing to support our
hill operations.
2021 Tryouts
2021 tryouts were held on March 20th at Skibowl, and turnout was great - 50 candidates, the highest
since 2016.
Many thanks to Glen Anderson and others, including Courtney Walsh, Alaina Waller, and Rachel Leiber
for their media and recruiting work to publicize tryouts, as well as to the many patrollers who referred
candidates.
Thanks also to the large team of OET trainers who spent a long day with the candidates on Upper Bowl, a
great venue to evaluate skills on challenging terrain.
Although the end-of-day results evaluation didn’t finish until 18:30, there was consensus from the
trainers that Upper Bowl was the best choice for terrain, and that the time investment was worth it and
should repeat next year.
Interviews will be held in April, after which we will finalize the new apprentice class.
Avalanche Training
Mike Levis has been doing great work leading the Avy training team and will be
submitting a separate article for this month’s edition of The Sweep. I don’t want
to steal too much of his thunder here; however, we need to acknowledge his
team’s great work this year in converting the “classroom” portion of our avy
program to video - a necessity during the pandemic… but also an upgrade we’ll
retain and continue to develop.
One goal for 2021 is to align our Avy 1 refreshers with updated NSP guidelines,
with some good additional content plus the benefit that our members will get
NSP credit for refreshers.
Mike has also forwarded a thoughtful proposal to upgrade our Avy beacon inventory, primarily to replace
the Pieps Sport beacons (currently under recall) in our Skibowl inventory, but also to cycle out the oldtechnology Tracker beacons we’re still using for training. Subject to Council consensus at the April
meeting, we’ll move forward with that upgrade over the summer in order to be ready for next winter
season.

(continued next page)
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Bike Patrol
Steve Barnett has done great work over the last two years as our Bikes APC and summer operations
leader at Skibowl, but unfortunately for us he’s currently relocating to the Olympic Peninsula in WA. This
will leave some big shoes to fill.
Over the next few months Steve plans to run bike tryouts and help plan bike operations for this summer.
He will also focus on formalizing bike operations language in our Bylaws and P&P (yes, another
membership vote on Bylaws will be needed later this year!).
Please reach out and give Steve the appreciation he is due, for all of his great contributions to MHSP.
Stay safe, Dave W

ASSOCIATE OPERATIONS
John Howard, Associate Director, AS 90227

Hi everyone.
Thank you to all who have patrolled this year. As spring arrives and the weather
improves for in-town activities, please keep in mind that there are opportunities
to get in any patrol days you might need.
Jae Kim and Robert Blackington will finish out their Apprentice year as Associates.
Please welcome them and help them along if you see them. It has been an
especially challenging year for all the Apprentices. They have all stuck it out.
Thank you to all who voted in the recent Bylaws election, and please remember to vote for your Council
members in the upcoming election.

MOUNTAIN HOST OPERATIONS
Jan Silagi, Mountain Host Director, MHSP #60054

Many thanks to all the Hosts who dispatched during Spring Break 2021. The resorts
welcomed big crowds of families who enjoyed late season deep snow!
Thanks also to the Host Supervisors who have held our season together all winter!
We have had fewer Supervisors able to dispatch this season due to the pandemic
and those Supervisors who have been available to get up to the hill have gone above
and beyond to make sure we had things covered.
Dispatch
Skibowl has announced their projected closing date is Sunday, April 11th. This gives
us just two more weekends to dispatch to Skibowl. If you are wanting to get a
couple more shifts in at ‘the bowl’ before they wrap the season, please dispatch now!
Our dispatch for Timberline is currently open through Sunday, May 9th. Typically, we Hosts cover the
first two weekends in May, snow permitting. We will make an announcement regarding the closing date
for our Timberline season at the beginning of May.
(continued next page)
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Apprentices
We are currently evaluating the progress our apprentice group has made this year. For those who have
successfully completed their training, a recommendation to advance to Active Member will be made at
the end of the month.
Our new members will be recognized at the MHSP Annual Awards Banquet (virtual) in June.
I must say, our apprentice group this year was small, but they are wonderful candidates who have been
very flexible and understanding as we have modified their training. It has been fun to get to know them
and we look forward to welcoming some terrific additions to our membership!
Recognition
As we approach the end of the season and our Annual Banquet (virtual), please forward to me your
nominations for the Outstanding Mountain Host of the Year, Host Supervisor of the Year, and Host
Apprentice of the Year.
These recognitions are meant to come from our peers, so your opinion matters.
Summer Dispatch
We will be supporting the Summer Adventure Park at Skibowl again this summer. Typically, we will
begin those shifts in late June, conditions permitting.
With restrictions from the pandemic lifting a bit, Skibowl is expecting large summer crowds, and a return
to full wedding and employee events.
We will have dispatch available to Timberline this summer for the first time! As a National Historic
Landmark, in the summer hundreds of visitors come every day just to see the lodge and enjoy the view.
The tourism crowd, combined with early morning skiers/riders and bike park participants, makes
summer a very busy time for Timberline.
One Foot Duty shift will be available for Hosts who wish to support the Bike Park activities, skiing, and
summer tourism. These shifts will be Saturday and Sunday only. All Hosts who will dispatch to
Timberline this summer will attend a training overview on an e-platform before summer dispatch opens.
We will also have one Bike Host shift each Saturday and Sunday available at Timberline. Bike Hosts will
patrol the green and blue trails of the park, interacting with guests in the same way we do on the snow, as
well as supporting patrollers at 10-50s.
If you are interested in dispatching as a Bike Host, please contact Kim Desmarteau, HDA Bike Hosts, and
let her know. Kim’s contact information can be found on the Troopiter roster. Bike Hosts will also attend
the summer training overview, as well as training specific to volunteering on their bikes.
Finally….
This has been a fantastic season and we have about six more weeks to look forward to! Despite the
modifications we worked within this year, everyone has done a stellar job of representing MHSP and
supporting the resorts!
I am very grateful to you all!
Please keep dispatching though theses final winter weeks and thank you all!
Jan
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SENIOR OET TRAINING 2021
heather Van Houten, Wy’East Regional OET Advisor, HC 1793

We have had a great Senior Outdoor Emergency Transportation (OET) training season this year with
seven candidates. We started mid-January and we finished mid-March. I would like to send a sincere
congratulations to the following patrollers who participated in the Senior OET evaluations for
ski/snowboarding module and toboggan module on March 14th, 2021:
• Brit Anderson completed the ski module.
• Matt Wood completed the toboggan module.
• Paul Van Der Bosch completed both the ski and toboggan modules.
• Dave MacIntyre completed both the ski and toboggan modules.
Snow conditions where challenging Sunday, so the candidates where really put to the test, literally!
I’d like to thank Mt. Hood Meadows and Skibowl for allowing us to train. We greatly appreciate the
opportunity; we had a lot of fun. Other areas around the Division did not have the same opportunity this
season due to COVID-19. Thank you to everyone for enduring the weather with social distancing and food
breaks outside. It turned out well. We were able to capture videos from our crew of the day; we also
dragged along Daven Berg a few times to video us. This allowed us to increase our training video
collection that Courtney Walsh has been creating for two or three years now. Gina Hackett, Jeffrey Weitz,
and I have had a great season training with everyone.
We encourage any Hill Patroller to join the fun next year! Training is always a great opportunity to work
with patrollers (from all of our areas) you may not normally be able to patrol with; it creates a great
environment for camaraderie along with toboggan skill building. Next year we hope to work with Oregon
Region as we have done in the past to further extend our patrol friends and area training opportunities.
As a reminder, the NSP Senior program has three modules for Hill Patrollers (OEC, Ski/Snowboard, and
Toboggan) and two modules for Associate Patrollers (OEC and Aid Room.) I encourage everyone to think
about taking your patrol skills to the next level by participating in these master training programs! If
interested all you need to do is reach out to Jeffrey, Gina, or myself for OET and Will Pardy, Kathy Lee, or
Cleo Howell for OEC.
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AVY PROGRAM UPDATE
Mike Levis, Avalanche Program Manager,

By the time you read this, the Avy program will have wrapped up for the 2020/2021 season.
We successfully completed two avalanche awareness classes, four Avy level 1 refreshers, and one Avy
level 1 class. It is appropriate at this time to recognize some accomplishments.
Congratulations Avalanche Level 1 Graduates!
The following patrollers completed the NSP Avalanche Level 1 program:
- Katherine Christensen
- Tom Clarke
- Laila Deardorff
- Mitchell Law

- Sam Lefeber
- Paul Munn
- Ryan Roberts

- Rita Somogyi
- Katie Stubbers
- Jessica Tolzman

Great job to all involved!
Many Thanks To The Avy Instructors Who Gave Their Time To Make This Year A Success
The following individuals donated many hours of their time to support lectures and field work this
season.
- Daven Berg
- Sam Carpenter
- Eric Einspruch
- Steve Eversmeyer

- Ryan Flood
- Har Rai Khalsa
- Luke Levin

- Matt Rea
- Joel Stevens
- Astrid Zervas

The program would not have happened without the time
these instructors gave to support the program.
A special big thanks to Har Rai for developing a Youtube
video to support Avalanche Awareness classes going
forward. Great job!!
Planning For Next Year - Avy 2!!!!
We are planning now to hold an Avy 2 class next season.
Avalanche Level 2 consists of one day of classroom work,
and four days of field work, and really does a deep dive
into snow science, stability tests, and safe travel planning.
Our ability to conduct this class depends on there being
enough demand to justify the effort.
So, if you are interested in Avy 2, please let me know so
I can get a sense for the level of interest.
Rutschblock test.
Photo by Steve Eversmeyer

(continued next page)
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Avy Instructors Wanted
We are looking to expand our Avy instructor group. If you have an interest in joining the Avy instructor
team, please let me know and I can fill you in on the path to becoming an Avy instructor.

Wet Slide Avalanche White River March 12th, 2021.
Photo Courtesy of NorthWest Avalanche Center
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MHSP 2021 ELECTIONS
heather Van Houten, Senior Trustee, HC 1793
Michael Cummings, Elections Supervisor, AP/NP 1837

Your 2021 MHSP Officers ballot was sent to your email of record on March 30th, 2021, at 09:00 PDT.
Patrollers and Hosts have approximately two weeks to complete their ballot. The final submission is due
by April 12th, 2021, at 19:00 PDT.
Both before receiving your ballot and after the ballot was distributed you received two reminders
regarding completion and submission of your ballot,
You will receive a third reminder. It takes two minutes or less to complete and submit a ballot. Simply
click on the first candidate that appears on the ballot, click OK, and then begin the completion of your
ballot.
We have received several requests to place the voting link in the reminder emails. Unfortunately, we
cannot comply with this request. To ensure the integrity of the vote, the system is designed to allow for
one email to be sent with an attached link.
In other words, one email with a link equals one ballot.
This system allows MHSP to conduct anonymous voting while ensuring no duplicate votes. If you have
any concerns regarding ballot completion, please contact Michael Cummings at mfccep@gmail.com.

BIKE PATROLLER UPDATE – SUMMER 2021
Steve Barnett, Bike Patrol APC, HP/AP/BP 1858

Some of you may find it hard to think about summer activities with all the snow that has been piling up at
Mt. Hood, but our bike patrol season is just around the corner.
We won’t be able to have our check rides and orientation until the snow melts, but we have a couple of
dates in mind – May 22nd (unlikely due to snowpack) or June 12th (more likely).
Operations at Skibowl are anticipated to start around Memorial Day, and Timberline will start several
weeks later. We will keep you posted on the dates for check rides and orientations.
Bike Patrollers are on duty all day during operating hours, which vary through the summer season.
Assignments include remaining at a designated location where you can respond to an emergency (i.e. at
the top of the lift), in the First-Aid Room, opening and clearing trails in the morning, and doing a final
sweep when the area closes.
When off assignment, you can bike anywhere in the area, have lunch, etc., but are on call when you are
needed to respond.
We are anticipating having two Bike Patrol dispatch slots during weekend days at both Skibowl and
Timberline Bike Park this summer, and there may be more dispatch slots mid-week (to be determined by
the resorts).

(continued next page)
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The following sections provide an overview of what you need to do to become (or continue being) a Bike
Patroller:
Current Bike Patrollers
For those patrollers who went through the Bike Patrol certification process last year, all you need to
complete is another orientation day at either Skibowl or Timberline (dates to be determined).
The format will be similar to last year – you just don’t need to show us your bike skills again.
Current Hillers, Associates, Nordic Patrollers, and Rookies
For those patrollers who have earned their cross, but have not been certified as Bike Patrollers, you will
need to pass a mountain bike skills test and complete an orientation for summer operations.
For the skills test, we look for stability and control rather than style, form, or speed. You must bike well
enough that we do not have to teach you the basics, and you can get to any area of the mountain.
In general, an intermediate riding ability is sufficient. We conduct our check rides on the Fire Hydrant
trail at Skibowl, which is a “black” trail.
The orientation session is conducted after the check rides, and consist of an overview of summer
operations, duties, practice with wheeled litters (Stokes Basket or “Terra Tamer”), and other skills
needed for summer operations.
Once a patroller satisfactorily completes the check ride and orientation, they will be certified as a Bike
Patroller and can dispatch into available Bike Patrol slots at Skibowl and Timberline.
One additional thing to keep in mind is that each resort has a different way of doing things, and a
Timberline-specific orientation (date TDB) is needed if you plan to patrol there (it would be in addition to
the Skibowl orientation).
Bike Patrol Only and New Apprentices
Bike-only apprentices and new (2021-2022) apprentices must complete the check rides and orientation
described above, as well as complete one season of apprentice training, usually one day every weekend,
beginning in June and ending in September.
The bike patrol training typically consists of 8 on-mountain training days.
If you have any questions about our bike patrol program, please do not hesitate to contact me at
apcbikes@mthoodskipatrol.org.
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Instructor Supporting Member
By James Schuler, Jaye Miller, Kathy Lee, Lisa Hargrave
iscommitteemembers@mthoodskipatrol.org
With the discussion of MHSP Bylaws and Policies & Procedures in the last several months, there have been
questions about Instructor Supporting members.
What is an Instructor Supporting (IS) Member?
It is an active membership status for long-time patrollers who still have much to contribute to MSHP but
are no longer able to make that contribution by patrolling at our ski areas.
For the most part, IS members will be instructors of the essential disciplines: OEC, OET, Avalanche,
Mountain Travel and Rescue, and CPR. There may also be IS members who fill key support roles such as
the thankless jobs of Registrar or APC Records.
What are the benefits to the patrol?
• MHSP won’t lose good people due to bad backs or aging knees.
• The instructional burden on active patrollers will be diminished somewhat by spreading it over a
larger number of instructors.
• MHSP retains the experience and institutional knowledge that would be lost.
What are the benefits to IS Members?
• They remain an active member of Mt. Hood Ski Patrol with all the rights and privileges of active
patrollers.
• They continue to share their experience and institutional knowledge.
• Benefits may or may not accrue based on area agreements.
Can IS Members also patrol a few days?
• If IS Members want to patrol at a ski area to keep their skills refreshed, they must dispatch as
Supplemental Patrollers and re-familiarize themselves with the ski area.
• IS members should notify the appropriate supervisor prior to duty day to allow for appropriate duty
assignment.
• IS members may not dispatch as Associate Supervisors, Hill Captains or Team members.
IS Member Requirements
• Serve a minimum of 8 days as an instructor or equivalent hours in an approved supporting role.
• Number of hours committed as an IS Member to be outlined on the Request/Application, accepted
by the IS Review Board, and voted to approve by the Executive Council.
• Pay full MHSP, NSP, Division, and Region dues.
• Keep current in the certification of their discipline and any other training required by Council.
Can any MHSP Member become an IS Member?
• No, this is a program for proven contributors. Applicants must have been active members for at
least 7 years, or have a minimum of 105 days of service.
• Instructors must already be certified in their discipline and have at least 5 years of active
instructing.
For more information, see the Policies and Procedures, Chapter 5, and the Request/Application. Send
any questions to: iscommitteemembers@mthoodskipatrol.org
April 2021
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RECRUITING TEAM UPDATE
Glen Anderson, Recruitment Director, HP 1773

It was refreshing to hold tryouts on March 20th back in a winter environment. Made everything feel a bit
more normal.
We had 50 candidates show up to try out. While this made for a long day, we were very happy with the
turnout. Of those who showed up, 33 will move on to the interview phase.
Based on the ski evaluation, we have 17 strong hill candidates, 5 associates, and the rest to be
interviewed to see where they may fit in. This doesn't include 10 Nordic candidates. At this point we
expect a decent sized OEC class of around 35.
Getting our story out to the public was a bit more challenging this year with all the ski shows shut down
and the inability to gather in a public setting.
It has been an emphasis to incorporate social media with recruiting to a much higher level and feel we
have done an outstanding job. Throw in a very good podcast with KOIN 6 (thanks Rachel) and an
online webinar hosted by The Mountain Shop; we feel confident in our virtual recruiting efforts.
It looks like we had five candidates show up from that webinar which was only a few weeks ago.
Moving forward, we hope to get back to in-person interactions at shows and holding recruiting events,
but it's very apparent that using all of these means to tell our story is quite effective.
The most effective way continues to be the on-hill interactions with persons of interest by patrollers, so
keep up the good work!
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CALENDAR
April

5 Council Meeting (virtual), 1900-2200; contact Courtney Walsh (secretary@mthoodskipatrol.org)
10 Avalanche Level 1 Refresher (virtual), 1830-2030, contact Mike Levis, (mplevis@gmail.com)
12 General Membership Meeting (virtual), 1900-2200; meet.google.com/pdo-vmwq-vfo
25 The Sweep Newsletter Deadline, 1800

May

3 Council Meeting (virtual), 1900-2200; contact Courtney Walsh (secretary@mthoodskipatrol.org)
22 Bike Skills Test, Skibowl, Time TBD
26 The Sweep Newsletter Deadline, 1800

June

4 Nuts and Bolts, Timberline, Time TBD)
5 Nuts and Bolts, Timberline, Time TBD)
6 Nuts and Bolts, Timberline, Time TBD)
7 Council Meeting (virtual), 1900-2200; contact Courtney Walsh (secretary@mthoodskipatrol.org)
25 The Sweep Newsletter Deadline, 1800
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